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ABSTRACT
Heterogeneity in the Internet ecosystem sometimes turns interaction into interference. Over the years, active queue
management (AQM) and end-to-end low-priority congestion
control (LPCC) have been proposed as alternative solutions
to counter the persistently full buffer problem – that recently
became popular under the “bufferbloat” term.
In this work, we point out the existence of a negative
interplay among AQM and LPCC techniques. Intuitively,
as AQM is designed to penalize the most aggressive flows
it mainly hit best effort TCP: it follows that LPCC is not
able to maintain its low priority, thus becoming as aggressive as TCP. By an extended set of simulation on various
AQM policies and LPCC protocols, including the very recent CoDel AQM and LEDBAT LPCC proposals, we point
out that this interference is quite universal and deserves further attention.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Network communications; C.2.5 [Local and Wide-Area Networks]:
Internet (e.g., TCP/IP)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Internet is a very heterogeneous ecosystem, where multiple protocol species coexist, evolve, and sometimes extinguish. TCP is a good example of this evolution, as over
the years numerous species proliferated under this protocol
family. Since the most widespread flavors of TCP follow a
loss-based design, an old problem resurged in recent years:
namely, the “persistently full” buffer problem, which was
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nicknamed “bufferbloat” [2]. Bufferbloat refers to an excess
of buffering that is exacerbated by two factors: (i) TCP lossbased design fills up the bottleneck buffer before the sender
reduces its rate and (ii) larger buffer in front of low-capacity
links possibly lead to multiple-seconds of queuing delay [4].
This problem is well known since the 90s, to which two
classes of solutions have been proposed. First, researchers
focused on active queue management (AQM) techniques deployed inside the network that, e.g., aims at reducing TCP
sending rate by intentional packet drop. Yet, despite numerous AQM proposals such as RED [3], SFQ [6] and, very recently CoDel [7], they have so far encountered limited adoption.
Since the early 2000, researchers turned their attention to
low priority congestion control (LPCC) such as NICE [12],
TCP-LP [5] and LEDBAT [10] as alternative solutions. This
approach intends to transfer at a lower priority by reacting faster to network congestion using indicators other than
packet loss . Different from AQM, LPCC is an end-to-end
solution, and is presently widely deployed – about half of
BitTorrent traffic is now carried over LEDBAT [1].
The temporal separation of the AQM vs. LPCC research
topics results in the lack of in-depth investigation of interaction. In this work, we focus on the coexistence of best effort
TCP CC and Low Priority CC (LPCC) transiting a bottleneck link governed by AQM. Our simulation-based investigation shows that that AQM can induce a reprioritization of
heterogeneous CC flavors: in other words, while AQM succeeds in limiting bottleneck buffer thus reducing the queuing
delay, it cancels the different priorities introduced by LPCC.

2.

AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Fig. 1, based on ns2 simulation results, shows a typical
change of link utilization breakdown due to AQM. In this
case, 5 TCP NewReno and 5 LEDBAT backlogged flows
(homogeneous RTT delay) share the same bottleneck with a
capacity equals to C = 10 Mbps and the buffer up to Qmax =
500 packets. Plots report the temporal evolution of each flow
throughput, and are additionally annotated with average
queue size in packets (E[Q]), the capacity share exploited
by the best effort TCP aggregate (T CP %), and the average
link utilization (η).
The DropTail case (left plot) shows a typical bufferbloat
with nearly 400 TCP packets being queued on average. The
introduction of LEDBAT exploits the spare capacity left unused by TCP but doesn’t add delay thanks to its operation
in a lower-than-best-effort mode [9].

DropTail

RED

TCP%=98.7% E[Q]=379.4 η=0.99

TCP%=59.1% E[Q]=3.74 η=0.96

DropTail, LPCC flavors all achieve the lower priority with
respect to best effort TCP (TCP%>90%). With AQM instead, regardless of the specific LPCC mechanism, the aggregate TCP% drops 40% on average. This severe phenomenon
shows that AQM totally jeopardizes LPCC’s low priority
mechanism: furthermore, this holds for all LPCC and AQM
investigated.
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Figure 1: LPCC vs. AQM interference: AQM induces reprioritization among CC.
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CONSEQUENCES

We now discuss the implication of these findings. Considering that LPCC is presently used, a solution of this negative interference is necessary. Also, since only one best effort
TCP could still cause bufferbloat, AQM is a needed piece of
the solution. We argue that classification capabilities will
be needed in AQM to account for flows explicitly advertised
lower level of priority.
In our future work, we plan to investigate the generality
of our findings with a wider simulations campaign Experiments on testbed and real Internet environment are also on
schedule.
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